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Theory for determination of the low-frequency time-dependent response
function in liquids using time-resolved terahertz pulse spectroscopy

James T. Kindt and Charles A. Schmuttenmaer
Department of Chemistry, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520-8107

~Received 8 December 1998; accepted 5 February 1999!

With the current rapid improvement in techniques for generating and detecting femtosecond
terahertz~fs-THz! pulses, it is now possible to detect time-dependent perturbations to low-frequency
intermolecular far-infrared modes during solvation events. The interpretation of these time-resolved
terahertz spectroscopy experiments has generally relied on a collapse of the information available in
the fs-THz pulse to give a one-dimensional time-dependent function, whose physical significance is
not well defined. We describe a method to exploit the full electric field profile of the pulse as a
function of pump/probe delay time to obtain a two-dimensional function that describes the system’s
time-dependent dielectric response. We discuss the physical significance of this response function in
terms of the time evolution of solute/solvent modes following photoexcitation, and give examples
to show how its qualitative features relate to the measurable signal. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51417-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A longstanding goal of ultrafast spectroscopy has b
the elucidation of solvation dynamics,1 that is, the response
of solvent to a perturbation in a solute, generally delivered
a photoinduced change in the electronic state of a disso
dye molecule. Traditional solvation dynamics experimen
including time-dependent Stokes shift2 and photon echo3 ex-
periments, measure the changing environment around
solute via its electronic transitions. The use of a probe pu
that directly responds to dipolar reorientation, with a fa
infrared frequency range matching that of typical solvent
sponses, is now possible owing to developments in the g
eration and detection of femtosecond terahertz~fs-THz!
pulses. This technique involves the generation and free-s
propagation of a subpicosecond electric field pulse havin
broad frequency spectrum~50 GHz–5 THz!, followed by the
measurement of its time-dependent electric fi
amplitude.4–6 In addition to the use of fs-THz pulses as
broadband source of far-infrared radiation for spectrosc
in a wide range of systems, their potential as an ultra
far-infrared probe has been exploited in time-resolved te
hertz spectroscopy~TRTS!.7–21

Several reports have been published on the applica
of TRTS to solvation dynamics.16–18 In each case, the dat
have been presented in terms of a single measure of
transmittance, either the change in total power absorbanc
the change in amplitude at the peak of the THz pulse, a
function of time following the pump pulse. While this trea
ment allows assignment of a general time scale to the
namic response, it does not provide specific insight into
nature of the solvent or solute modes involved. To fully e
ploit the potential of this method requires that a full profile
the THz pulse—which encodes the dielectric response of
sample during its passage—be measured for each point
closely spaced two-dimensional grid of pump-probe de
8580021-9606/99/110(17)/8589/8/$15.00
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times. Such an endeavor is a difficult challenge with t
present state of stability and sensitivity of fs-THz pulse
strumentation, but will soon become practical given the r
of technical progress.

Apart from the experimental challenge, the interpretat
of results for such an experiment is not intuitive. The eq
librium frequency-domain concepts of absorption and refr
tive index make little sense when the medium’s propert
are changing quickly with respect to the period of the rad
tion. Instead, we will show that TRTS results can be used
generate a two-dimensional time-domain response func
that is well-defined and physically meaningful at all tim
during a solvation event. The purpose of this report is
describe how this response function can be derived from
perimental TRTS results, to discuss the treatment of data
related issues of experimental setup, and to present simu
data for simple models as a demonstration of the insig
into solvation dynamics this method promises.

The following section will be devoted to reviewing th
relationship, for a classical system at equilibrium, betwe
the dynamical response of a material and the change
low-frequency electromagnetic pulse propagating through
The subsequent section will raise the issue of complicati
that occur when the response is rapidly changing, and p
pose a method to account for these complications in in
preting two-dimensional TRTS data. The final sections w
discuss experimental factors due to finite sample thickn
multiple reflections, and detector response; give example
simulated data based on simple models for several qua
tively different varieties of response in a solution syste
and extend our discussion to applications of time-resol
femtosecond THz pulse spectroscopy to the electronic p
erties of semiconductors and to the ultrafast dynamics
photoexcited molecules in the gas phase.
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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II. DIELECTRIC RESPONSE IN A MEDIUM AT
EQUILIBRIUM

The classical linear response of a medium to any tim
dependent electric field is determined by a memory kerne
response functionx(t2t8), which gives the contribution to
the medium’s polarization at any timet resulting from the
electric field at prior timet8. The response function can b
defined in terms of the polarization caused by a de
function electric field impulse att8,22 with the result that
x(t2t8) is zero fort2t8<0, starts off positive and eventu
ally decays back to zero at long times~with or without os-
cillations passing through zero!. Integrating over all prior
times gives the polarization at timet:

P~ t !5«0E
2`

t

E~ t8!x~ t2t8!dt8. ~1!

The time-domain response function can be related, via
Fourier transformx̃(v), to the more familiar frequency do
main dielectric properties, the complex dielectric const
«̃(v) and index of refractionñ(v):23

11x̃~v!5 «̃~v!5ñ2~v!. ~2!

We proceed to show how a small changeDx(t2t8) to
the equilibrium response function corresponds to a chang
the E-field profile of a transmitted pulse. An infinite plana
thin sheet of thicknesss undergoing a time-dependent pola
ization in vacuum radiates plane waves, with electric fi
proportional to the negative of the time derivative of pola
ization, from either side of the plane:24

E~ t !52
m0cs

2

]

]t
P~ t !. ~3!

If the sheet is replaced by a slab embedded in a dielec
medium with frequency-dependent complex index of refr
tion ñ(v), solution of Maxwell’s equations shows that a
external perturbation to the polarization of the formDP(t)
yields plane waves propagating in the medium according

DE~ t !52
m0cs

2 E
2`

`

iv
D P̃~v!

ñ~v!
exp~ ivt !dv. ~4!

The time derivative of the polarization can be recovered
convolution of the generated electric fieldDE(t) with the
Fourier transform ofñ(v). Alternatively, when there is little
dispersion in the medium and the index of refraction is do
nated by the high-frequency, electronic response~i.e., ñ(v)
'n` for all frequencies of interest!, Eq. ~4! reduces to

DE~ t !52
m0cs

2n`

]

]t
DP~ t !. ~5!

In the following, we will assume that dispersion is minim
and that Eq.~5! is a good approximation, which is a vali
assumption for weakly absorbing liquids such as chlorofo
in the 100 GHz–2 THz range. Substituting the derivative
Eq. ~1! into Eq. ~5!, given thate0mo5c22, yields

DE~ t !52
s

2n`cE2`

t

E~ t8!
]

]t
Dx~ t2t8!dt8. ~6!
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Using Eq.~6!, the time derivative of an equilibrium pertur
bation to the response function can be obtained from
deconvolution of the change in electric field signal,DE(t),
from the original signal,E(t) ~assuming reflection effect
can be ignored!. Equation~6! holds only whenDE(t) is a
small perturbation toE(t), that is when for all frequency
components of the reference and perturbation signals,

exp~DẼ~v!/Ẽ~v!!'11DẼ~v!/Ẽ~v!. ~7!

III. TIME-DEPENDENT RESPONSE FUNCTION

If the system is not at equilibrium, but rather is evolvin
as a function of time with respect to some event, such as
photoexcitation of a chromophore, a response function
still be defined to relate the polarization at timet to the
applied electric field at earlier timest8. It becomes a function
of two dimensions, however,

P~ t9,t !5«0E
2`

t

E~ t8!x~ t2t9,t2t8!dt8, ~8!

with t9 marking the time of the event. The time-depende
electric field in Eq.~8! refers only to the field of the fs-THz
pulse and not to the much higher-frequency field of the p
toexciting pump pulse, whose influence is folded into thet9
dependence of the response function. An implicit assump
is that the presence of the fs-THz pulse field does not
nificantly alter the effect of the photoexcitation pulse on t
electronic state of the sample.

We will treat the time-dependent component of the tw
dimensional response function as a perturbation to the na
material response,

x~ t2t9,t2t8!5x0~ t2t8!1Dx~ t2t9,t2t 8!, ~9!

with theDx term vanishing fort,t9. The measured chang
in electric field will likewise gain an additional dependen
on t9, as seen by substituting Eq.~8! in Eq. ~5!:

DE~ t9,t !52
s

2n`c È
t

E~ t8!
]

]t
Dx~ t2t9,t2t8!dt8.

~10!

Unlike Eq. ~6!, Eq. ~10! is not a convolution of two one-
dimensional functions, and therefore cannot be solved
fixed t9. In other words, the fact that the end of the TH
pulse can experience a different response than the begin
of the pulse complicates the analysis. An implication is th
frequency components related to thet2t9 dependence of the
response function, that were not present in the initial pu
are introduced into the response signal; the response is
nonlinear in this respect, although a given linear combinat
of input THz pulses will result in the same linear combin
tion of output pulses and difference signals.

The way to resolve the problem is to consider, instead
a single propagating THz pulse with a fixed pump timet9, a
set of data points taken from different pulses, all measure
the same delay with respect to the pump pulse. Collec
data in this arrangement is easy to achieve experimental
a system with gated detection. Referring to the experime
scheme in Fig. 1, instead of fixing the relative arrival of t
pump pulse and the probe pulse at the sample by fixing d
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lines 1 and2 and increasing3 to measure the THz pulse,
requires that data be acquired at a fixed relative delay of
pump pulse at the sample and the gating pulse at the de
tor, fixing delay lines2 and 3 and decreasing1. In either
scenario, the THz profile must be measured repeatedly ov
range of incremental delays of the pump pulse,2. Further-
more, both methods of data acquisition yield the sameDE
when the delay time after photoexcitation is long compa
to the THz pulse and the response timescale.

This change corresponds to a different projection alo
the two-dimensionalDE response, fixingu5t2t9, so that
the analysis is of a composite series of data points meas
at a constant delay from the pump pulse event. Now, e
point in the measured waveform has passed through
sample after the same amount of time from the photoexc
tion event:

DE~ t2u,t !52
s

2n`c È
t

E~ t8!
]

]t
Dx~u,t2t8!dt8. ~11!

Since u is held constant,DE(t2u,t) can be deconvolved
from E(t) to yield (]/]t)Dx(u,t2t8). This is the time de-
rivative of a two-dimensional function that has time in bo
its arguments:

]

]t
Dx~u,t2t8!5

]

]t
Dx~ t2t9,t2t8!

5F ]Dx

]~ t2t9!G
~ t2t8!

1F ]Dx

]~ t2t8!G
~ t2t9!

. ~12!

Solving forDx(t2t9,t2t8) given (]/]t)Dx(u,t2t8) there-
fore requires integrating on a diagonalacross u, at constant
t9, as shown in Fig. 2~c!.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of time-dependent THz pulse spectros
setup, showing delay lines1, 2, and3 that can be fixed or scanned durin
data acquisition to vary the arrival times of visible and fs-THz pulses.~Op-
tical components such as lenses and polarizers are omitted.!
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The steps connecting a set of time-dependent differe
signals with the corresponding response function are ill
trated in Fig. 2. The first step, from a two-dimensional da
set of E-field difference signals arranged by pump-TH
probe delay time@Fig. 2~a!# to one arranged by pump-TH
receiver delay time@Fig. 2~b!#, is simply a change of axe
~conveniently achieved by the experimental set-up shown
Fig. 1!. The second step, deconvolution of the differen
profile at eacht2t9 value from the transmitted probe puls
E-field profile, yields the negative of the time derivative
the two-dimensional response function@Fig. 2~c!#. Integrat-
ing with respect tot, that is, along on the diagonal as repr
sented by the dashed arrow in Fig. 2~c!, and reversing the
sign yields the actual time-dependent change in the resp
function. We do not include an absolute scale for either
difference signal or the response function; their relative sc
will depend on the sample thickness, index of refraction, a
THz probe pulse magnitude, while the absolute scale of
response function will depend on the pump pulse magnitu

The most distinctive feature of Fig. 2 is that at sm
values of t2t9, the difference signal in panel~b! and its
deconvolution in panel~c! look qualitatively different than
their long-time limits, whereas the actual response funct
in panel~d! increases in magnitude but does not change fo
during this same time period. It is vital to recognize tha
rapid change in the response function will cause this type
transient feature in the measured THz difference signal.

We note that an assumption of this treatment is that
high-frequency index of refraction remains constant. Sm
changes inn` of the solution will manifest themselves a
spikes inDx(t2t9,t2t8) at small values of (t2t8), with
duration limited by the time interval of sampling, as appr
priate for a polarization that is for practical purposes inst
taneous with respect to the THz pulse.

IV. LIMITS TO TIME RESOLUTION

The time resolution achievable in the response funct
along thet2t8 axis will depend, just as in the equilibrium
case, on the bandwidth of the pulse detected at the rece
which is a convolution of the THz pulse generated and
detector response, with losses from the sample and wind
factored in. The time resolution along the other axis depe
on the pump pulse duration, on the detector response, an
the dispersion and thickness of the sample. If the index
refraction of the sample is significantly different in the vi
ible and far-infrared regions of the spectrum, the time re
lution will be degraded further. We note that neither asp
of the time resolution depends on theduration of the THz
probe pulse. While these factors favor a short sample p
length with low loss, complications caused by multiple r
flections are fewest with thick, highly absorbing samples,
which multiple reflections are either largely quenched or s
ficiently delayed that they do not interfere with the ma
signal, just as in the equilibrium case.

py
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FIG. 2. Illustration of procedures in analysis of time
dependent THz difference signal to yield the tim
dependent response function. A simulated THz pu
difference signal acquired as a function of pump puls
probe pulse delay time in~a! is transformed by a change
of axes to the same signal arranged as a function
pump pulse-receiver pulse delay time in~b!, with the
heavy diagonal line in~a! shown mapped onto~b! for
illustrative purposes. The time-resolved difference s
nals in~b! are deconvolved from the reference transm
ted THz probe pulse~inset! at each value oft2t9 to
yield the negative time derivative of the two
dimensional response function in~c!. Integration of the
two-dimensional function in~c! in the direction indi-
cated by the dashed line, followed by negation, yiel
the time-dependent perturbation to the response fu
tion, Dx(t2t9,t2t8), and is shown in~d!.
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V. MODELS FOR THE TIME-DEPENDENT RESPONSE
FUNCTION IN SOLVATION DYNAMICS

The optical pump pulse leads to immediate change
the electronic distribution of the system and, indirectly,
slower changes in the molecular arrangement. Both type
structural changes can alter the low-frequency dielectric
sponse by changing the interaction potentials in which
solute and solvent move, and by changing the dipole m
ments~both permanent and induced! that couple their motion
to the probe pulse. If we make the approximation that
average solute/solvent dielectric response can be repres
by a few independent harmonic modes, each with a damp
term representing dephasing and dissipation by the surro
ing bath ~i.e., the multimode Brownian oscillator model25!,
then these changes can be expressed in terms of a
dependent component to the parameters that dictate
mode’s dynamics and coupling to the externalE-field. While
the true microscopic solute/solvent modes are both an
monic and coupled to one another, the mean linear dielec
response can often be represented by as few as two
coupled damped oscillators, even for a structured liquid l
water.26 The solvent dynamics close to a solute will not
general be identical to the bulk modes; the difference
equilibrium dielectric response between a solution and p
solvent should allow identification of modes specifically r
lated to the presence of the solute. For simplicity, in
following discussion we will assume that only one mode
affected by the solute photoexcitation.
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The time evolution of a given damped harmonic mod
expressed in terms of a dimensionless macroscopic m
coordinates ~which actually represents an expectation va
over all microscopic orientations and phases of the mod!,
satisfies the differential equation

s̈~ t !52ks~ t !2g ṡ~ t !1mE~ t !, ~13!

while its contribution to the macroscopic polarization
given by

P~ t !5ms~ t !. ~14!

The parametersk andg are the force constant and dampin
constant of the oscillator, andm is the coupling of the mode
to the field, i.e., the first derivative of the net dipole mome
with respect to the mode coordinate. We neglect nonline
ties both in the potential and in the expansion of the dip
moment with respect tos. As mentioned in Sec. II, the linea
dielectric response functionx(t2t8) is equivalent to the po-
larization response at timet from a delta-functionE-field
impulse at timet8, which sets the mode—originally at it
equilibrium position, with no polarization—in motion with
velocity ṡ(t8)5m. For the equilibrium case, where the p
rameters are not time dependent, the solution becomes27
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FIG. 3. Time-dependent perturbation to response fu
tion ~a! and simulated difference signal~b! for a single
slightly underdamped harmonic mode (k54.2431024

fs22, g55.7631022 fs21! undergoing a 50% increase
in m over the duration of a 42 fs full width at hal
maximum ~FWHM! Gaussian pump pulse. The TH
probe pulse used to generate the difference signal
Gaussian~FWHM5125 fs! centered at 150 fs, and is
shown in the inset of Fig. 2~b!.
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x~ t2t8!5
m2

Ag224k
FexpS 2g1Ag224k

2
t D

2expS 2g2Ag224k

2
t D G , t>t8. ~15!

Equation~15! can describe both underdamped harmonic m
tion resulting in coherent oscillations(g2,4k) and over-
damped motion characterized at long times by exponen
relaxation (g2.4k); the special case of critical dampin
(g254k) gives a different functional form forx(t2t8), but
one which is approached smoothly from either of the ot
two cases.

Our interest here is the calculation of the response fu
tion when the parameters themselves become explicitly t
dependent. Given some event initiating a change in par
eters at or around timet9, we can rewrite Eqs.~13! and~14!
as

s̈~ t !52k~ t2t9!s~ t !2g~ t2t9!ṡ~ t !1m~ t2t9!E~ t !,
~16!

P~ t !5m~ t2t9!s~ t !. ~17!

To calculatex(t2t9,t2t8) given a set of time-dependen
parameters, we numerically solve Eqs.~16! and~17! for P(t)
over a range oft9, subject to an initiating delta-function
E-field impulse at timet8, either before or after timet9. The
time-dependent perturbative component of the respo
function,Dx(t2t9,t2t8), is then assigned according to E
~14!.

We now consider a few simple cases to determine h
the form of the two-dimensional response function will r
flect the short-time dynamics of a photoexcited solu
solvent system. The first example is a change in a mod
transition dipole moment,m, leaving the frequency and
damping parameters unchanged. This corresponds t
change in the magnitude~or even the sign or direction! of the
mode’s coupling to the external field, with no change to
intrinsic dynamics. Such a situation is interesting both a
simple limiting case, and also because many of the dye m
ecules previously studied in ultrafast solvation dynamics
periments were chosen because photoexcitation dramati
changes their dipole moment. A change in solute dipole
contribute not only to a change inm for modes directly in-
-
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se
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-
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e
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volving solute reorientation, but also, via the change in el
tronic polarization the solute induces in its neighborhood
a change inm for nearby solvent modes.

Figure 3~a! showsDx(t2t9,t2t8) corresponding to a
mode in whichm is increased by 50% of its original value
m0 over the duration of a 42 fs@full width at half maximum
~FWHM!# Gaussian pump pulse to its excited state val
me51.5m0 . The interesting result is that the response fun
tion continues to change even afterm has reached its fina
value. At long pump-probe delay timest2t9 the difference
in the response function is simply a scalar times the mod
original contribution to the response function. More pr
cisely, since according to Eq.~15! the contribution of a time-
independent mode tox is proportional tom2,

Dx~ t2t9,t2t8! t@t95
me

22m0
2

m0
2 x0~ t2t8!. ~18!

For shorter times following photoexcitation, however, the
will be a memory from the oscillator’s response to the ele
tric field of the THz pulse while the oscillator was still re
sponding with its ground state dipole. This contribution
the polarization will be proportional to the product of th
original couplingm0 , which determined the magnitude an
direction of the response to the electric field att8, and the
new valueme , which relates the response~the mode’s posi-
tion! to the polarization at the current timet:

Dx~ t2t9,t2t8! t.t9
t8,t9

5
m0me2m0

2

m0
2 x0~ t2t8!. ~19!

The transition between the initial phase in the response
the long-time response is evident in Fig. 3~a! along the diag-
onal t2t85t2t9. In this case, for a 50% increase inm, the
long-time response of Eq.~18! is 2.5 times as large as th
initial response given by Eq.~19!. The extension to a vecto
m, which can rotate an arbitrary angle as well as change
magnitude, is achieved by replacingm0me in Eq. ~19! with a
dot product. Even though the change inm occurs simulta-
neously with the pump pulse, the response function con
ues to evolve due to this memory effect, linking the dyna
ics of the mode before and after the photoexcitation.

Simulated time-dependent~two-dimensional! THz dif-
ference signals, corresponding to this time-dependent
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FIG. 4. Time-dependent perturbation to response fu
tion ~a! and simulated difference signal~b! for a single
damped harmonic mode (k54.2431024 fs22, g
55.7631022 fs21! undergoing undergoing a 100% in
crease inm over the duration of a 42 fs full width at
half maximum~FWHM! Gaussian pump pulse, withm
subject to an exponential decay (t5500 fs! to a net
50% increase. The THz probe pulse shape is as in F
2 and 3.
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sponse function probed by a Gaussian THz probe pulse
shown in Fig. 3~b!, arranged with constant pump-receiv
delay. At short pump-receiver delay timest2t9, the differ-
ence signal has a shape similar to the negative of the co
lution of the input signal and the response function. T
reflects the contribution to the change in polarization fro
the increase in magnitude of dipoles already oriented by
pulse. At long pump-receiver delay times, there is no lon
any change in dipole strength and the only contribution
]P/]t is from the dipoles in their photoexcited state respo
ing to the external electric field. As in the equilibrium cas
the difference signal takes the approximate form of the c
volution of the external signal and the time derivative of t
response function with respect tot2t8.

Figure 4~a! shows the time-dependent response funct
that results whenm for a given mode has a slower time
dependent evolution in addition to its rapid transition duri
the pump pulse. This is one way in which solvent reorien
tion around a photoexcited solute might manifest itself. If
envision a dipolar solute surrounded by a solvent shell wit
net dipole moment oriented either with or against that of
solute, then the effective combined dipole moment of
solute and the solvent shell will continue to change a
photoexcitation as the solvent shell reorganizes to adap
the new electronic structure of the solute.28 This process will
affect the effective dipole of the solute modes and, throu
shielding, the induced dipoles of surrounding solvent m
ecules. To generate the response function in Fig. 4, the t
re
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sition dipole moment of the same mode appearing in Fig.
first doubled, then scaled back exponentially to a 50%
increase with a 500 fs time constant. The difference sig
shown in Fig. 4~b! shows qualitatively a fast rise and slow
decay, but is not merely a replica of Fig. 3~b! with an expo-
nential decay in thet2t9 coordinate; the exponential deca
of the polarization is fast enough to contribute significan
to ]P/]t and thus contributes to the change inE-field.

In general, photoexcitation of the solute is as likely
change the dynamics of solution intermolecular modes a
is to change their coupling to the external field, so tim
dependent dynamics will now be considered. Again, mem
effects from modes propagating on changing potentials
be manifested in the response function at short times,
though the result is less clear-cut because the intrinsic
namics are changing. As an example, we simultaneously
crease bothm by 5% andg by 25%, and present the resultin
change tox in Fig. 5~a!. At long t2t9 times, the response
function has structure corresponding to the difference
tween the response functions of the new mode and the
mode. At the very shortest times~less than 80 fs!, because
the new potential has not been in effect for long, the
sponse function primarily reflects the decrease in dipole m
ment. Convolution of the time derivative with a Gaussi
THz probe pulse gives a fairly complex result, shown in F
5~b!. No possible one-dimensional representation of this d
ference signal could adequately represent the evolution
modes from which it is generated.
nc-

in
FIG. 5. Time-dependent perturbation to response fu
tion ~a! and simulated difference signal~b! for a single
damped harmonic mode (k54.2431024 fs22, g
55.7631022 fs21! simultaneously undergoing a 25%
decrease ing and a 5% decrease inm over the duration
of a 42 fs full width at half maximum~FWHM! Gauss-
ian pump pulse. The THz probe pulse profile is as
Figs. 2 and 3.
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Even these simple models, involving only a single mo
produce complicated response functions. Interpreting rea
perimental data, which might involve multiple electron
states and several solvent modes~or for which the concept of
modes might not be applicable! will require careful attention
to the results of other experiments: time-dependent fluo
cent Stokes shift data, all available information about
solute electronic states and relaxation rates involved, an
thorough understanding~from equilibrium THz spectros-
copy! of how the solute in its ground state contributes to
solution response function. With this in mind, the fact th
the TRTS signal depends both qualitatively and quant
tively on which modes are affected by photoexcitation,
what manner they are affected, and the timescale on w
they evolve promises that a picture of the underlying dyna
ics will be accessible.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR TRTS IN OTHER SYSTEMS

TRTS has attracted most attention thus far in studies
the dynamics of photogenerated charge carriers
semiconductors,7–9,11,12,19–21several of which have gone be
yond a one-dimensional analysis and reported tim
dependent changes in the THz absorption spectrum.19,20 The
analysis of pump-probe data for conductive samples follo
that described in Sec. III, with the substitution ofs(t2t9,t
2t8) for (]/]t)x(t2t9,t2t8), removing the need for the
last step of integration. As the time-dependent conductiv
response and its Fourier transforms(t2t9,v) have been
calculated by Vengurlekar and Jha29 for the photoexcitation
of GaAs under diverse conditions of temperature and pu
excitation energy, conditions are ripe for a careful compa
son between theory and experiment.

Equilibrium time-domain THz spectroscopy has be
applied to gas phase rotational spectroscopy as well.30 As gas
phase far-infrared spectra exhibit narrow lines, gas phase
sponse functions generally decay over a very long time,
ten exhibiting many coherent recurrences. While this lo
decay would seem to prohibit any notion of using fs-TH
pulses as a probe of ultrafast dynamics, the time resolu
does not depend on the duration of the probe pulse, as
scribed above. By photoexciting a gas phase molecule wi
pump laser pulse and collecting THz probe data with fix
pump-receiver delay time, it may very well be possible
extract information about the evolution of the respon
function—and from thence the dipole moment and mom
of inertia tensor—at subpicosecond times following ultraf
optical or infrared excitation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The time-dependent dielectric response function o
system undergoing changes that are rapid with respect to
response timescale can be obtained, via an analysis desc
above, from time-resolved THz pulse spectroscopy. This
formation will be valuable in describing details of solvatio
dynamics, as features of this response function at short ti
reflect the evolution of solvent and solute modes from th
behavior in the ground state to their new behavior in
perturbed excited state. The analysis is applicable with so
,
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modification to the study of ultrafast charge carrier dyna
ics, and may prove useful in studies of ultrafast dynamics
the gas phase. Future extensions of this work will inclu
alternative methods of generating two-dimensional respo
functions based on alternative models of solute-solv
interactions31 instead of Brownian harmonic oscillators, re
casting the analysis in terms of quantum observables,
developing a method to derive the two-dimensional respo
function from molecular dynamics simulations of solute ph
toexcitation.
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